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The Engage program

The Engage program model consists of a set of seven organisation and

interpersonal communication patterns that assist leaders in managing others

effectively. 

The Seven Patterns that make up the Engage program are as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I did a consulting project for the Asian division of a major Australian

multinational.  At the time of the consulting project, the corporation held the

record for producing a high quality joint venture project in a relatively short

amount of time, within China.

The author and his partner were engaged to do two modelling projects.  One was

to capture and code the expertise of the top performing team in doing cross

cultural negotiations.  The other project was to model the General Manager’s soft

skills expertise in leading his division.
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The Engage Process

The General Manager was one of the most interesting and effective leaders that

the author has ever encountered in his consulting career.  He had superb rapport

with his colleagues and his team. He set the outcomes for his reporting

managers with an explicit understanding of intentions that the outcomes were

designed to achieve.  He believed that part of his role as General Manager was to

make sure that his team had all the necessary resources to achieve the outcomes

he set.  His responsibility was to focus on making clear the outcomes and

intentions.  His manager's responsibility was to focus on designing the plans and

processes to achieve those objectives. He did not micro-manage.  However, his

managers understood that he was there to support, coach and advise. 

Interestingly his background was in engineering.  I suspect that his engineering

background installed in him the value of being precise in his communication. 

Before being promoted into his role as general manager of the division he has

been working as the corporation's most successful trouble shooter.  What was

fascinating to me was that he had naturally developed some of the most effective

interpersonal communication patterns that I have ever met from someone who is

not already trained by us. 

The patterns you are about to learn on this program contain all the critical

interpersonal communication skills for leadership carried implicitly by this

general manager.  Unlike him you do not need to go through 25 years of trial and

error learning to develop these skills.  Simply apply yourself with disciplined

practise to each of the patterns covered in this program and rather than 25 years

you will have these skills to an extraordinary degree in a matter of weeks.
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The Engage Process

Preparing your outcome

There is or should be an outcome for any interaction with someone else in the
workplace. Our interpersonal communications at work are outcome driven.  We
work with each other to achieve the objectives of the organisation.  In applying
the Engage model we prepare our outcome before meeting with the other
person. In the preparing the outcome phase we apply two models for selecting
and developing outcomes to ensure that the outcome is clearly defined and
meets a set of criteria for being ‘well-formed’.  The first model we apply is called
Outcome, Intention and Consequences (OIC).  The function of this model is to
make sure that the outcome we are considering is fit for purpose.  The second
model we apply is called the Well-formed Outcome model (WFO).  It consists of a
set of criteria conditions that when fulfilled increase the probability of the
outcome being achieved in its context within an appropriate timeframe.  Having
prepared our outcome we are now ready to meet with the other person.

Trigger a resourceful state

Many of us prepare before going on a journey. Before an important activity, for
example a meeting, at work we prepare.  For any context where you want to
perform well you do an appropriate form of preparation that’s based on the role
you fulfill and the outcomes you want to achieve.  One element that is a
foundation for your performance is your state of mind or what we refer to as your
resourceful state of mind.  The state of mind that you are in as you enter into
some situations is often the defining element for your success in that context. 

Contrast your experiences where you’ve been anxious (or even frozen like ‘a
rabbit in the headlights’) and those where you were totally relaxed and
confident.  Your state directs and shapes our behaviour. Fortunately, one has a
great deal of choice over the state of mind from which one operates. One can
build and then anchor resourceful states then trigger them as and when
required.
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The Engage Process

Establishing rapport with the other person/s

Having rapport with the person we are meeting with is essential for high quality
interpersonal communication.  Rapport is a prerequisite to being able to
influence and engage other people. Rapport is defined as gaining and holding
another person’s unconscious attention. We want the person we are meeting
with to be open to our ideas and requests.  And we want them to be self-
motivated (intrinsic motivation) and engaged to carry out any requests that we
make of them. In this section of the course we will cover how to establish and
maintain rapport with anyone. Having established rapport with the person we are
now ready to frame a request or task with them.

Framing requests using the intention frame

Having established rapport with the other person we are now ready to frame the
request or instructions we have for them.  Framing is defined as setting the
boundaries or constraints for the interaction with the other person.  Our
outcomes have intentions.  An intention is what the outcome is intended to fulfil
in the world.  My outcome may be to have someone who reports to me do a
particular task (the outcome).  Either myself or the organisation has one or more
intentions for having them do that task.  We use the intention to frame the task
we are requesting them to do.  This gives them a ‘bigger picture’ context for the
task and increases the likelihood that they will be motivated to carry out the
task.  In this section of the course you will be learning about frames and framing,
and how to use the intention frame to make requests when managing up, down
or sideways. Having framed our request we are ready to discuss the request or
task and ask questions to assist the person in clarifying the task they have been
given.
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The Engage Process

The two specifier questions

Having made a request of the other person there may be a discussion about the
task that you have assigned them.  During that discussion the two specifier
questions are used to clarify inaccurate assumptions, specify over generalised
thinking, and restore missing information.  The function of the specifier questions
is for gathering more detailed information about content and processes.  The
specifier questions consist of the Noun Specifier and the Verb Specifier.  In this
section of the course you will learn how to apply the specifier questions on a
‘need to know’ basis.

Paraphrasing to test for understanding

We are now ready to test that the person we are communicating with
understands the request we are making or the task that we have assigned to
them.  We simply ask the person to summarise in their own words the request or
task they have been given.  This tests whether their description of the request
fits with your description. 

Dealing with incongruent responses

Make the request ‘will you do this?’  At the stage we are testing to make sure
that we get a ‘yes that means yes’ or a ‘no that means no’.  We are checking for
congruence.  Is the person congruent about carrying out the task. In this section
of the course we will teach you how to deal with any incongruent response that
you may have in response to the request that you made.  This is an essential last
step in the Engage program. 

Please watch the next video in which we will be introducing outcomes.
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Prepare Outcome

When I started a degree in Psychology I knew that I wanted that degree, I knew

what I wanted it for and I also had a rich set of mental movies of the likely flow

on future consequences in my life and career of having a psychology degree. 

On day one of lecture one of the first semester of the degree the lecture theatre

was packed to overflowing with beginning students. People were standing at the

back of the room and occupying the tiers. 

On day one of lecture one of the second semester of the degree the lecture

theatre had a good one third of the seating empty. Many of the students who had

enrolled at the beginning of the program had dropped out of that major. Most

had not considered what they were undertaking a major in Psychology for, what

it entailed to do a Psychology degree or where not adequately aware of what

Psychology is, and the career possibilities that are available for Psychology

graduates. They were not aware of or had considered comprehensively the future

opportunities and limitations of having qualifications in Psychology.

You will be learning how to effectively define an outcome, the intentions for that

outcome and the possible flow of consequences of achieving that outcome.

This is essential preparation before communicating with another person.  You

will be learning an elegant model called Outcome, Intention, Consequences (OIC)

for doing this.  This model ensures that the outcome you want to delegate is

‘well-formed’ in meeting the criteria you or the organisation has for that

outcome.
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Prepare Outcome

The problem & context

Leaders have significant constraints on their time often juggling multiple tasks

and multiple relationships.  They need to be very clear about the overall

outcomes and intentions they have for their part of the business and the

outcomes they have for people who they are delegating to. 

Outcome (solution)

Great leaders prepare themselves before going into a meeting.  They know the

outcome or outcomes for that interaction, the intentions for those outcomes. 

Some effective leaders even know the likely consequences that could arise from

successfully achieving or failing to achieve those outcomes. 

Intention

“If you don’t know where you are going every road will take you there” - Anon

The intention for preparing the outcome for any interaction with another person

is to increase the probability of achieving that outcome to your defined

standards to deadline.

Consequences

You will be able to frame a request with a clearly defined, measurable outcome

and have the person take responsibility for implementing that outcome.  We need

clearly defined, measurable outcomes to be able to hold others accountable.
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Prepare Outcome

In summary

Before committing to any major outcome it is useful to develop and richly

elaborate that outcome in your own mind.  Define the evidence in the world that

indicates the achievement of that outcome.  Understand the costs and the

resources required to make that outcome real in the world.  In addition it is

essential to know what you or the organization’s intentions are for achieving that

outcome and the likely flow-on future consequences of having made that

outcome real in the world.  Every outcome that you achieve has flow-on

consequences for yourself and often for others as well.
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& Consequences
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Outcome, Intention
& Consequences

You have probably heard the well known saying that someone ‘can’t see the
woods for the trees’.  This saying is an English one, a country where forests are
referred to as woods.  The saying references a common pattern in the english
speaking world where many people get caught up in the detail of some task or
activity and fail to consider what that task is intended to be in service of.  Time
and again in organisations I have witnessed people becoming almost obsessed
with some outcome or worse still one specific way of going about achieving an
outcome when an alternative outcome would have been more effective, efficient
and relevant to the context and the intentions they carry for the outcome they
are obsessed with.

In a recent biography of the successful entrepreneur Elon Musk, “Elon Musk:
Tesla, SpaceX, and the Quest for a Fantastic Future” the author Ashlee Vance
documents a pattern of thinking that is one of the cornerstones of Musk’s
business successes.  Musk thinks in what is referred to as ‘First Principles’.  He
breaks problems down to their most basic components, “...the most fundamental
truths...”, and then reasons up from there.  What is not made clear in the book is
the pattern of thinking that Musk uses for ‘reasoning up’.  In the extraordinary
leaders that we have modelled they all had the same pattern of thinking for
reasoning up.  For any outcome they consider the intention for that outcome and
often the intention for the intention for their outcome.  If an outcome is not
working they quickly discard it for an alternative that supports the intentions.
They rarely if ever get lost in the woods.

Framing

When considering an outcome we want to make sure that the outcome we create
is fit for purpose.  Too often people and organisations set outcomes that are
either not 100% suitable for the context, or have unfortunate, unforeseen
consequences.
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Outcome, Intention
& Consequences

One useful way to find out whether an outcome is a good fit is to consider the
scope within which the outcome is intended to operate.  One way to do that is to
identify the intention or intentions for that outcome.  The intention for an
outcome is what you want the outcome for.

Knowing the intention for an outcome creates scope for creating one or more
outcomes that potentially fulfill the intention.  In other words, we are able to
create a range of outcomes for meeting the intention we had for the original
outcome under consideration.  Later if we have a problem achieving the outcome
we can simply switch to one of the alternative outcomes that meet the original
intention.

Intentions set the frame and create scope for our outcomes and the outcomes of
the organisation.

We also want to test the likelihood of an outcome fulfilling the intention.  The way
we do this is by exploring the likely future flow-on consequences of having that
outcome achieved in the world.  If the projected future consequences of the
outcome are aligned with the intention for that outcome then the outcome is
probably fit for purpose.

The test of an outcome is the fit of the consequences with the intention or
intentions for that outcome.

Having created and tested an outcome with the Outcome, Intention and
Consequences model (OIC) we are now ready to elaborate the outcome using the
Well-formed Outcome model (WFO).
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Skill Drill

Outcome, Intention & Consequences - Spatial self application

Mark out three spaces on the floor to represent the outcome, intention and
consequences.

Elicit your outcome: Ask yourself “What do you want?” And then step into the
outcome space (on the floor). Imagine the outcome in a rich multi-sensory form
(what you will see, hear and feel when you have achieved your outcome).

Consider the intention(s): Step into the intention space while asking “what do I
want this outcome for?” Note that you may have more than one intention for
your outcome. Intentions are more abstract than outcomes.

1

2

3
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Skill Drill

Explore future consequences: Step back into the space for your outcome and
from there step into your space for consequences. Consider that enough time
has past since you have achieved the outcome so that the flow-on
consequences of the outcome have become apparent. Now note the flow-on
consequences of having achieved the outcome.

4

Now step outside of the three spaces and compare the consequences with the
intention of the outcome noting any similarities and differences between them.

If the consequences are aligned with the intention you have an outcome that
can be further developed. If the consequences are not aligned with the intention
then use the intention as a frame for considering alternative outcomes.

5
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Skill Drill

If the consequences are not aligned with the intention or are undesirable, step
back into the intention space and consider alternative outcomes that would fulfil
the intention.

6

Outcome, Intention & Consequences - sitting

Define your outcome: Ask yourself “What do you want?”

Consider the intention(s): “What do I want the outcome for?”

Explore future consequences: “When you have achieved the outcome, what

would be the likely flow-on consequences?”

If the consequences are aligned with the intention you have an outcome that

can be further developed.  If the consequences are not aligned with the

intention then use the intention as a frame for considering alternative

outcomes.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Well Formed Outcome (WFO)
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Well Formed Outcome (WFO)

Kennedy set the outcome for NASA.  It was the job of the NASA engineers to

take this complex outcome and break it down into simple steps.  In effect they

started with the end in mind and planned back to the present by carving the

outcome up into sub-outcomes that were further subdivided into smaller 

Many people think about goals as being difficult or easy to achieve.  However, a

more useful way of thinking about goals is in terms of complexity and

simplicity.  Anything complex can be made simple.  Back on September the

12th, 1962 the US president John F. Kennedy set an outcome for the American

nation,

“...we shall send to the moon, 240,000 miles away from the control station in

Houston, a giant rocket more than 300 feet tall, the length of this football field,

made of new metal alloys, some of which have not yet been invented, capable of

standing heat and stresses several times more than have ever been experienced,

fitted together with a precision better than the finest watch, carrying all the

equipment needed for propulsion, guidance, control, communications, food and

survival, on an untried mission, to an unknown celestial body, and then return it

safely to earth, re-entering the atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000 miles per

hour, causing heat about half that of the temperature of the sun--almost as hot

as it is here today--and do all this, and do it right, and do it first before this

decade is out--then we must be bold.”  

John F. Kennedy speech, Rice University September 12th, 1962
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Well Formed Outcome (WFO)

The second model we apply is called the Well-formed Outcome model (WFO). It

consists of a set of criteria conditions that when fulfilled increase the

probability of the outcome being achieved in its context within an appropriate

timeframe. Having prepared our outcome, we are now ready to meet with the

other person.

outcomes. As engineers the outcomes were evidence based, plausible,

possible, with defined resources, costs and consequences. And, sure enough,

NASA placed people on the moon successfully on July the 20th, 1969, seven

years after Kennedy set the goal. 

In the context of business having a clearly defined outcome sets the direction

for the communication. The key elements are having the outcome represented

in vivid images, sounds and feelings. The outcome needs to be represented in

what we want, rather than in what we don’t want and that we represent the

evidence from the world that would demonstrate that the outcome has been

obtained. That the realisation of the outcome is within our agency and

influence, that we have defined the necessary and sufficient resources and

have a way obtaining the necessary resources for achieving that outcome. It is

essential that we are congruent about having and achieving that outcome.
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WFO Questions

Is this outcome plausible?  If it has been done by someone, then in theory it can

be done by you, too.  If you are the first, find out if it is possible.  Is it similar to

outcomes achieved by other people?  Is it possible within the context that you

are operating within? 

What do I want?

Ask this question about the context you are considering. State what you want in

positive terms, i.e. what do you want, and what do you want it to do?  Where do

you want it?  When do you want it?  E.g. 'I want to be, do or have X'.  If the

answer forms as 'I do not want...' then ask, 'What do I want instead of ...'. 

Imagine the outcome from the position as if you are in future having that

outcome realised.  Imagine that you have the outcome, looking out of your eyes,

listening through your ears as if you have the outcome.  What does it feel like to

have achieved that outcome?

What’s the evidence?

What is the measurable evidence that you are or have achieved your outcome?

You need to know how you will know when the outcome is achieved and ideally a

measure that indicates progress towards having your outcome.

Ensure that your evidence criteria are described in sensory based terms i.e.: that

which you can see, hear and/or touch that proves to you and/or third parties

that you have done what you set out to do.

Is this outcome plausible and possible?

1

2

3
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WFO Questions

What resources do I need?

Do you have or can you obtain all the resources, both tangible and intangible

that you need to achieve your outcome? 

In addition to time, money and assets such as premises, resources include

activities, states of mind, beliefs and attitudes.  We define a resource as anything

that makes a difference in bridging the gap from where you are now in relation

to the realisation of your outcome. 

Is the application of the resources under my influence (aegis)?

Is it within your aegis, i.e. can you, personally do, authorise or arrange it? 

Aegis is a sense of internal capacity (agency) combined with a capacity to make

things happen in the world - actively extending one’s influence into a situation. 

 It’s manifest as an active involvement in shaping the context within which you

want to have your outcome.

What are the costs and consequences?

There are always costs and consequences in obtaining and applying the

necessary and sufficient resources to bridge from the present to having your

outcome achieved.

4

5

6
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WFO Questions

Are all costs and consequences of achieving your outcome, including the time

involved, acceptable to you and anyone else affected by it?  This is known as

ecology.  Consider the costs, consequences, environmental and third party

impact of having the outcome.

If I could have it now, or in its time frame, would I take it?

When you richly imagine as if you are in the future and you have your outcome

does it sit well for you. Does it ‘feel right’ having achieved the outcome. You are

testing for an internal congruence. You can likely recognise when a person says

a yes that means yes - a congruent response. With the outcomes we set it is

essential that we are congruent in having that outcome achieved.

Please watch the two videos for demonstrations of the Well-formed Outcome

model in a spatial format and a sitting format.

7
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WFO 7 Question Test

Define the outcome: What do I want?

What will be the evidence that I have achieved the outcome? 

What resources do I need to achieve this outcome?

Is this outcome plausible and possible? 

Is accessing and applying the required resources within my aegis?

(Do I need anyone else’s consent, assistance, resources?)

What are the costs and consequences of getting to the outcome

(not the consequences of having it)?

If I could have this outcome now or within its time frame, would I

take it? (Congruency test)

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
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WFO 

We could describe framing the context as articulating our

assumptions about the interaction.  This includes the relationship,

the appropriate manner of proceeding, what is relevant and how

we shall handle irrelevancies, the time frame, the agenda,

confidentiality and anything else specific to that context. 

When the framing is adequate and accurate (with intention and

outcome specified), in essence, we obtain agreement from the

others in the meeting that they wish to continue under the framed

conditions.  This is especially so when we state an intention and

outcome that meets the needs of both parties.

The church knew about framing.  The opening lines of the wedding

service frame the context: “We are gathered here today in the

sight of god and this congregation here present, to join together

in holy matrimony this man and this woman...” followed by a

description of the church’s frames on marriage.

We are told clearly what we are here for and so is the couple.  This

is an opportunity for them to stop or continue.  Later there is an

opportunity for the congregation to stop the proceedings, again

framed: “... if there be anyone present in this congregation who

knoweth of any just impediment to the joining in marriage of this

man to this woman, let him speak now, or forever hold his peace”.
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WFO 

If we remember that for centuries the congregations and officials

in church weddings shared a frame about legality, belief systems

and cultural rectitude this framing was watertight.

Terms and conditions of sale or use are commonplace in business.

They frame the conditions for cessation, withdrawal, refunds,

duration, conduct with reference to the goods or services,

entitlements and responsibilities of each party. Company policies

frame the company’s position on a number of eventualities that

may arise during business relationships. 

On a smaller scale, context frames include simple statements or

questions about what we are about to do. For example, we say, “I

want to ask you a question,...” before we ask the question, or

“may I give you some background on ...“ before doing so. This is a

rapport enhancing activity that allows others to marshal their

thoughts. “I would like to discuss X next” is another example. "I

would like to talk about your sales process. I've watched you in

action and I think that I can contribute a tip that will increase your

success rate." This type of framing works well in coaching, where

we have a shared intention "to improve your performance"

through some behaviour change (outcome).
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